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ABSTRACT: This article summarizes a historical perspective on the nation’s experience 

in the development of nuclear physics, with a special emphasis on its relationship with 

the Cuban Nuclear Program and the scientific and technological achievements attained 

as well as their social and economic impact. The development of nuclear energy and 

nuclear facilities requires the creation of specialized institutions, the training of 

professionals in the field, the structuring of interdisciplinary groups made up of nuclear 

physicists and specialists in theoretical and experimental physics, and engineers and 

specialists in other areas. This article also addresses the multiple peaceful applications 

introduced in Cuba, particularly those related to the scientific nuclear program.  

 

Introduction 

Giving an overview of the origin and development in Cuba of nuclear physics and other 

associated technologies in the context of the twentieth anniversary of the Nuclear 

Energy and Advanced Technologies Agency (AENTA) is not an easy task. 

Nowadays it is quite common to find multidisciplinary groups made up of young 

scientists in which there is an outstanding presence of nuclear physicists, for instance at 

the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva; the Joint Institute 

for Nuclear Research (IUIN) in Dubna; the International Centre for Theoretical 

Physics(ICTP) in Trieste; the Centre for Heavy Ion Research (GSI) in Darmstadt; and 

the Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies (FIAS), as well as others associated with 

different specialized laboratories of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). It is 

similarly common today to find such groups engaged in state-of-the-art research and 

innovation at prestigious universities, research institutes and high-tech companies in the 

Americas, Europe and Asia. It is very encouraging to see that numerous scientific 

articles and patents make reference to their results, their participation in renowned 

scientific conferences and the national and international awards granted to them. The 
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number of university graduates in this specialty, and of those holding a master’s or a 

PhD degree in other fields associated with nuclear physics and working in the Science, 

Technology and Innovation (STI) sector in our country and beyond its borders is also 

noteworthy. 

But how was this laborious and complex Cuban nuclear pathway carved out and 

developed? 

In a nutshell, Section 1 offers an overview of the development of nuclear physics in 

Cuba, particularly the catalyst role played by the Cuban Nuclear Program (PNC), as well 

as the initial steps taken during the 1940s and 1950s, the institutions that were created, 

and the most outstanding activities carried out in this field from 1959 until the late 1970s. 

Some of the landmarks in this process were the historical context and the outstanding 

events that promoted work in the field of physics and all other nuclear research from the 

1980s on. Section 2 deals with the applications of nuclear technologies that had the 

greatest social and economic impact. This section includes a description of the deeply 

rooted ties that exist between these and basic and applied nuclear physics research. It 

also covers the institutional context of the nuclear sector at each and every stage and 

provides a detailed description of the main activities carried out by national sectors, 

application areas and associated research and teaching institutions. 

Section 3 summarizes the progressive introduction of multiple modern nuclear research 

programs and other studies of clear practical interest, which were made in theoretical as 

well as experimental nuclear physics to support the Juraguá nuclear power plant and to 

assimilate other, similar facilities. The beginning of the second stage is analyzed from 

the creation of AENTA, with a focus on the applications that raised greatest interest and 

on the previously established fundamental studies designed to support the social and 

economic development of the country up to the present. 

Section 4 includes several reflections and lessons learned from the development of the 

peaceful uses of nuclear energy in Cuba, particularly from scientific program, which 

could serve as an example for other countries with similar conditions and levels of 

development that have begun to take their first steps toward a nuclear energy program.  

In this article, emphasis is placed on the fundamental role played by the support 

received from the former Soviet Union and other Eastern European states and the main 

international organizations in developing this sector in our country.  
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1. The Emergence and Development of the Cuban Nuclear Program 

The development of nuclear physics in Cuba as an inherent and indivisible part of 

physics in general is linked, as is the case for every other field of knowledge in our 

country, to the origins of Cuban science between the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries,1 when men like Félix Varela, Felipe Poey, Álvaro Reinoso, Carlos J. Finlay 

and Juan Tomás Roig were considered exceptions in the midst of the desolation and 

neglect faced by science in Cuba. Thus, the 1940s and 1950s marked the beginning of 

tentative use of radioactive resources, radiotherapy equipment and nuclear technologies 

in other areas, particularly in medicine, for the most part due, to the initiative and 

tenacity of a small group of conscientious and committed specialists. It would impossible 

to summarize within the narrow scope of this article the history of those incipient nuclear 

activities; much less would it be possible to provide a detailed account of those carried 

out during the 1960s and the 1970s – all of which are described in the book Energía 

nuclear y desarrollo (Nuclear Energy and Development),2 as well as in other related 

publications (Pérez Rojas, H. et al.3). However, in this article it is indispensable to 

address, albeit briefly, the context and certain realities that marked the fifteen decisive 

years preceding the creation of AENTA. 

In keeping with the ideas of the historical leader of the country to turn Cuba into a 

country of men and women of science and thoughts,4 the work carried out by the 

Revolution in the areas of education and science during its first decade was impressive. 

One of the first institutions founded in the 1960s was the Academy of Sciences of Cuba 

(ACC), which acted as a catalyst for the creation of different scientific institutions, such 

as the National Institute of Oncology and Radiobiology (INOR), the National Scientific 

Research Center (CNIC) and the Institute of Animal Sciences (ICA), which were the 

pioneers in the use of ionizing radiation in biomedicine and other areas. Nevertheless, 

the utmost expression of what would ultimately become a firm national commitment to 

the development of this sector was the inauguration, by Fidel and Raúl Castro, of the 

Institute of Nuclear Physics (IFN) on 8 January 1969. During the 1970s5 the IFN, which 

later became the Institute of Nuclear Research (ININ), with the cooperation of the IAEA 

and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP),completed assembling much of 

the basic equipment that had been supplied by the USSR (including a sub-critical 

reactor, radiochemical facilities, gamma radiation sources and neutron spectrometry 

analyzers) which, among other things, made it possible to analyze minerals, design 
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applications for agriculture, and make use of Mossbauer spectroscopy, nuclear 

electronics and dosimetry. At CNIC certain nuclear techniques and basic 

instrumentation were developed for oil prospecting and characterizing the properties of 

ionizing radiation. Those years also witnessed the foundation of the National 

Commission for the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy (CNUPEA) as well as the 

specialized nuclear departments at the University of Havana (UH), the Higher 

Polytechnic Institute José Antonio Echevarría (ISPJAE) and the School of Physics at the 

University of Oriente.6 Back then a UNDP project associated with the use of nuclear 

technology in the economy was also implemented. 

All of these actions encouraged the training of professionals and the achievement of 

master’s degrees in nuclear specialties and contributed to the initial conception of future 

development in this field. 

In 1976, the construction of a nuclear power plant in Juraguá was part of an 

intergovernmental agreement signed with the USSR. Given its scale, the resources 

involved and its importance, it was considered “The Work of the Century” in Cuba. In 

order to face that great challenge, it was indispensable to integrate all efforts into a 

coherent national strategy, with well-defined objectives and priorities, and design a 

Cuban Nuclear Program (PNC) that was capable of creating a solid infrastructure in the 

interest of developing nuclear energy. At the end of 1979, based on the prior work that 

had been carried out by the Nuclear Group of the Secretariat of the Council of Ministers 

(CECM), important political and organizational decisions were made, leading to the 

proclamation of Decree 52, which was issued by the Executive Committee of the 

Council of Ministers. 

The Fifteen Decisive Years of the Cuban Nuclear Program 

In January 2015 it was 35 years since the restructuring of nuclear activity, after the 

creation of the Cuban Atomic Energy Commission and the Executive Secretariat for 

Nuclear Affairs (SEAN).7 The former was tasked with the enforcement of the policy that 

had been approved, and the coordination and control of the efforts of all the national 

bodies involved in nuclear activity. At that time SEAN was the institution in charge of 

implementing the approved policy and developing the scientific, technical and regulatory 

infrastructure and the training of the human capital that would be required in the new 

stage. H. Blix, then director general of the IAEA, described the nuclear program that 
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emerged from this new organization, as “impressive, strong and very well-structured.”8 

The program pursued five main goals: the development of nuclear energy, the creation 

of a radiological protection and nuclear safety system, the massive introduction of 

nuclear technology to different sectors; the promotion of basic and applied research, 

and the comprehensive training of the required specialists, middle-level technicians and 

workers. 

What was achieved during that decade and a half is described in detail in the book 

Nuclear Energy: Environmental Danger or Solution for the Twenty First Century,9 but it 

would also be appropriate to refer briefly to the context and the period when the first 

pillars of the complex infrastructure demanded by the Cuban nuclear program were built 

in order to support research in nuclear physics and other related specialties. Those 

years witnessed the creation of the following centers: the Center for Radiation 

Protection and Hygiene (CPHR), Nuclear Safety Center (CSN), Center of Applied 

Studies for Nuclear Development (CEADEN), the Nuclear Energy Information Center 

(CIEN) and the Higher Institute of Nuclear Sciences and Technologies (ISCTN). The 

design and construction of the Center of Isotopes (CENTIS), which was inaugurated in 

1995, also began during these years. Another major project to be developed was the 

Nuclear Research Center (CIN). By mid-1979, the Nuclear Group of the Secretariat of 

the Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers had been entrusted with the task of 

streamlining the existing conceptual ideas and obtaining from the USSR Government 

the necessary foreign credit to develop the first stage of the project. The project 

received due consideration, the credit was granted, and over the following decade the 

investments unit carried out the technical tasks and various project phases. 

Construction continued up to the year 1992, when both this and the nuclear power plant 

project in Juraguá were interrupted. 

Before concluding this section, two crucial aspects during that period should be 

mentioned: international politics and cooperation, and the training of human resources. 

As to the first, the emphasis should be on the active role played by Cuba in the IAEA. 

During the years 1981 and 1982, Cuba signed the three partial safeguards agreements 

that had remained pending and were required for permission to import the reactors that 

would launch operation in the course of the following decade. In 1983, Cuba was 

elected to the Board of Governors of that agency for the first time since its creation in 

1957; it was re-elected again on four new occasions until very recently. Our country’s 
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work as president of the Non-Aligned Nuclear Group from 1983 to 1987 was very fruitful. 

Its participation in the commission representing Comecon (CMEA) during the 1980s was 

also worthy of recognition.10 Equally noteworthy was its contribution to the United 

Nations Conference for the Promotion of International Co-operation in the Peaceful 

Uses of Nuclear Energy held in Geneva in 1987.11 As to international support, it must be 

emphasized that this was significant. Its total amount exceeded 60 million USD, which 

included the acquisition of equipment and facilities supplied by the Comecon nations, 

funding offered by the IAEA and the UNDP – 87% of all the assistance that had been 

offered up to that time and for more than 30 years – plus the contribution of the bilateral 

agreements that were signed with the USSR and other Eastern European countries. In 

addition to all of this, the contribution offered by these prestigious scientific centers also 

enabled us to train more than 550 specialists from different national institutions and 

welcome a total of 120 international experts on visits to our country. 

The impact of the selection and training of human resources for the Cuban nuclear 

program is evidenced by the following facts. In 1980, as a result of an initiative by SEAN 

and by virtue of the corresponding resolution issued by the Ministry of Education, the 

Pre-University Institutes Specialized in Exact Sciences (IPECE) were created. The first 

of them – “Humboldt 7” – and another two created in the provinces of Santiago de Cuba 

and Villa Clara during that five year period, became a major source of excellent 

graduates for the study of sciences and engineering in higher education, and a 

particularly valuable source of graduates for nuclear specialties. Suffice it to state that 

until they were merged with the former vocational schools in 1985, their graduates 

accounted for 28% of the total number of university students studying nuclear 

specialties. In those years, hundreds of mid-level technicians and skilled workers were 

also trained at the Electronuclear Polytechnic School of Juraguá in Cienfuegos, created 

in 1981. 

As to higher education, up to the year 1980 a total of 48 professionals had graduated 

from nuclear specialties. Between 1980 and 1988, more than 650 specialists graduated 

from this level.12 In general, up to mid-1992, the total number of students graduated in 

the USSR, the Eastern European countries and Cuba in around 50 specialties, 

amounted to approximately 1,100 (no more students were sent abroad to study after 

1990). In 1987 – after creation of the School of Nuclear Science and Technologies 

(FCTN) at the University of Havana in 1981 – the Higher Institute of Nuclear Sciences 
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and Technologies (ISCTN) was founded. This small, well-equipped nuclear educational 

facility based its curriculum on internationally recognized quality standards and 

educational levels, training highly qualified professionals in the fields of nuclear physics, 

radiochemistry and nuclear engineering. The specialty of physical engineering was 

added afterwards. This university was tasked with the training of students in these 

specialties so that they could work at the nuclear power plant as well as in the scientific, 

technical and regulatory infrastructure that supported it and the development of nuclear 

applications. In 2003, the ISCTN was expanded to include the field of meteorology and 

became the Higher Institute of Applied Sciences and Technologies (INTEC), from which 

a total of 178 professionals have graduated so far. 

Table 1 shows the total number of graduates in nuclear specialties since 1981, broken 

down according to academic years, specialties and their respective higher education 

institutions. Three hundred forty nuclear physicists and 45 physics engineers of these 

graduated from INTEC. If we take into account the approximately 120 students who 

graduated abroad in that specialty, the total number of professionals in the field would 

exceed 500. It’s hardly surprising that, together with those physicists who graduated 

from crash courses back in the 1970s,13 most of the professionals, master’s degrees 

and PhDs in physics in our country are nuclear physicists. 

Table 1. Total number of graduates in nuclear specialties broken down according 
to academic years, specialties and institutes of higher education 

Nuclear specialties School of 
Nuclear 
Sciences and 
Technologies  
1981–1987 

Higher Institute of 
Nuclear Sciences and 
Technologies 1988/2003 
(/2of them 1988–1992) 

INTEC –  
2003–2014 

Total 
graduates 

Energy and nuclear 
technologies 
Engineering 

1781 203 /2101 126 507 

Nuclear physics 32 181  /276 127 340 

Nuclear physics 
engineering 

0 45  /232 0 45 

Radiochemistry 0 121 /229 105 226 

Total 210 550/2238 358 1118 

Source: Official registry of graduates of INSTEC 

 

1 The specialty was called Nuclear Energy.  
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As far as research and postgraduate education are concerned, it should be emphasized 

that during the 1980s, organizing and hosting scientific seminars and national and 

international workshops was of great importance. The First, Second and Third 

Conferences about Current Problems of Nuclear Sciences held in 1980, 1985 and 

199014 stood out for their high level and scientific rigor. They were attended by 

representatives of analogous national institutions as well as by renowned high-level 

foreign lecturers. As of 2003, a total of 90 specialists have been granted master’s 

degrees in nuclear physics, in eight different graduating classes – 42 of them in 

theoretical aspects and 48 in experimental aspects, and 20 have earned a PhD. 

As a result of the international geopolitical upheaval and the subsequent world crisis 

during the early years of the 1990s, at this time the main nuclear investments in the 

country were suspended and the Cuban nuclear program was slowed down. 

Nevertheless, by that time a substantial part of an entire system of institutions in this 

field had already been structured and deployed. There was already a significant 

qualified workforce that made it possible to preserve the entire scientific and 

technological system of SEAN and, in particular, to preserve the human potential, which 

had been trained with so much effort. In 1994, the central administrative organs were 

reorganized. The Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment was created by 

merging the already existent Academy of Sciences with SEAN. The AENTA was 

founded to accommodate the SEAN system, aside from its logistic infrastructure and its 

territorial chapters. 

 

2. Nuclear Technology Applications in Cuba 

The scientific and innovation activity in the field of nuclear physics can be grouped into 

three fundamental areas: theoretical research, experimental research and applied 

research. The accumulated knowledge and experience in the fields of experimental and 

theoretical nuclear physics, which are described in Section 3, have made it possible to 

address a wide range of applied and practical problems, which have yielded social and 

economic results. 

At present there are around 160 institutions and sectors under different ministries which 

apply nuclear technologies and make use of radioactive sources; their results adhere 

closely to the IAEA Technical Cooperation and Training Program. The existence and 
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development of an infrastructure covering a series of different fields such as human 

health (radiotherapy, nuclear medicine, the production of radiopharmaceuticals and the 

preclinical and clinical research of pharmaceuticals, including the technology of services 

to the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industry); applications in the areas of 

agriculture and sugar production, food production, mining and industry, as well as in 

studies related to water resources and the protection of marine and terrestrial 

environments, is already a fact. There is also a technical network for the control and 

detection of unauthorized radioactive and nuclear sources. 

Certain applications are linked more directly to theoretical and experimental research in 

nuclear physics, most of which are carried out at CEADEN and INTEC. Table 2 shows 

the research carried out by the AENTA centers according to their different areas of 

application in social and economic sectors. 

Table 2. AENTA Centers, by Sector and Area of Application 

SECTOR INSTITUTION ÁREA OF APPLICATION 
Health 
 

CENTIS 
 
CEADEN 

Production of radiopharmaceuticals and pharmacokinetic 
studies.  
Radiosterilization (tissues, products for medicinal use) 

Agriculture and 
industry 

CEADEN 
INSTEC 

Irradiation technologies (radiometagenesis of plants) 
Gamma and neutron profiling (optimization of industrial 
processes) 

Environment CEADEN  
 
INSTEC 

X-ray fluorescence system (analytic determination of 
environmental samples)   
Neutron activation analysis and other related analytic 
techniques   (analytic determination of environmental 
samples) 

Hydrology CPHR 
 
INSTEC 

Natural radioactive tracers (dating of samples) 
Tracers/radiotracers and non-radioactive tracer technology 
(Hydrologic and hydrochemical characterization of 
aquifers)  

Radiation safety CENTIS 
 
CNSN 
CPHR 

Metrology of radiation (measurement of activity) 
Control of the sealed radiation sources (leak tightness) 
Nuclear regulatory organ 
Radioactive waste management; radioactive 
decontamination of materials; metrology of radiation 
(doses); foodstuffs and scrap radiological surveillance  

Source: Based on the author’s Influencia de las aplicaciones nucleares en la sociedad contemporánea15 

 

The main applications described below are associated with the analytic and nucleonic 

methods used in applied nuclear physics, namely: neutron activation analysis (NAA), 

gamma spectrometry (GS), X-ray fluorescence (XRF), neutron reflection and 

moderation, beta backscattering, gamma transmission and absorption and the track 
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etching technique. For the mathematical simulation of the interaction with radiation, the 

methods used were the Monte Carlo method, spectra deconvolution and multiple tools 

of theoretical nuclear physics. In the context of the Cuban nuclear program, and in 

particular when it comes to research with some economic interest, and the study of the 

elemental composition of multiple samples, the aspects analyzed were the following: the 

development and implementation of methods to measure the sections of concrete 

removed in Cuba and their characterization as radiation shields;16 the development of 

nuclear methods combining NAA and GS with XRF; the evaluation of the level of 

pollution resulting from the presence of heavy metals in marine sediments in fishing 

areas; and the study of urban soils in important cities of the country.17,18 The NAA was 

also used with 14 MeV neutrons for the analysis of natural zeolites, grains, metals and 

superconductors,19 as well as in reactors,20 in order to determine their dependence on 

the neutron flow. What is known as the ko  method has been used to develop neutron 

monitors21to characterize zeolite deposits22 as well as in environmental studies for the 

sugar agroindustry. 

Equipment based on interactions with substances that have different types of ionizing 

radiation (neutrons, gamma and beta radiations) have also been designed and 

developed for industrial applications in the following sectors: the nickel industry,23 the 

sugar industry24and for the detection of weaknesses in welded joints in the steel and 

mechanical industry.25 It is also worth mentioning, as part of the national geological 

prospection program, the prospecting of uranium and thorium both in the form of 

deposits as well as in association with other minerals.26,27 Another of these applications 

based on the effects of ionizing radiation – in this case on biological minerals – is the 

creation of improved varieties of several economic crops. The method of radiation-

induced mutagenesis together with biotechnological procedures has rendered effective 

results in different centers of the country. Some of the remarkable results obtained 

include the following:28,29,30 improved varieties of rice; the creation of five sugar cane 

mutants that are highly resistant against to the mosaic virus, and the beneficial 

application of this technique to garlic and wheat crops. 

Nuclear physics applications in the public health sector have been notable and diverse. 

In fact, the joint work of nuclear physicists, radiation chemists, medical physicists, 

radiation biologists and the medical staff of all associated health institutions, have made 

possible important achievements in the production and use of radiopharmaceuticals in 
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nuclear medicine in general, as well as in open source therapies and the application of 

closed source radiation therapy for safe and efficient treatments against cancer. In the 

linear accelerator installed at Hermanos Ameijeiras Hospital, several methods have 

been developed to calculate the absorbed dose of energy electron fields of between one 

and 21 MeV by water and tissue layers. Similarly, by means of mathematical simulation, 

we managed to improve the quality of radiation therapy treatments using iodine needles 

and iridium wires. At the Medical and Surgical Research Center (CIMEQ), and with the 

purpose of maximizing the benefits and reducing side effects, the radioactive sources 
192Ir, 125I, 103Pd e 169Yb used in brain brachytherapy were studied using Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

In order to guarantee the accuracy of all the measurements taken, a Radio-Nuclide 

Metrology Laboratory was created at CENTIS (CENTIS-DMR) and a Secondary 

Dosimetry Calibration Laboratory (LSCD) set up at CPHR. The satisfactory results 

achieved by CENTIS-DMR and LSCD, together with the calibration (CMC) of the 

laboratory for pure gamma and beta emitters, led to their inclusion in Annex C of the 

Database of the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (IBWM).31 As a result, 

the calibration certificates issued by both centers are also recognized by the national 

metrology laboratories of other countries. In addition, the Environmental Pollution 

Laboratory of the CPHR systematically offers its services in analyzing environmental 

samples, including samples of foodstuffs. The environmental radiological surveillance 

aimed at detecting and notifying any radiological anomaly that may originate either 

locally or abroad32 is guaranteed through a national network that is equipped to perform 

radio-nuclide measurements33 in real time and offer the required results in an 

expeditious way. Another service of an undoubted scientific and social value, offered by 

a multidisciplinary group of the same center, is based on the study of the biological 

effects of ionizing radiation. The studies by García, O, Medina, J. (et al.),34, 35 using 

effective methods to estimate the radiological dosage received during accidents, 

allowed us to achieve positive results among the children and other persons who were 

affected by the Chernobyl accident. Between 1990 and 2012, the services offered by the 

national program created with the purpose of assisting the victims of this accident 

earned international recognition. Almost 25,000 persons from Ukraine, Belarus and 

Russia have benefitted. 
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3. The Development of Theoretical and Experimental Nuclear Physics 

The Cuban nuclear program included multiple training activities for research and 

professionals, which allowed nuclear physics research to take off in Cuba in pursuit of 

well-defined objectives; and also made it possible for us to cope with the scientific and 

technological challenges and materialize the expected results. This was possible thanks 

to the sustained efforts toward implementation and training the necessary technicians, 

specialists and scientists. 

Scientific activity in the field of nuclear physics, from the organizational point of view, 

can be divided into two stages, table 3: the first stage, from 1980 to 1995; and the 

second stage, from 1996 to 2014. During the first stage the priority objectives of 

scientific programs were streamlined; the required conditions and infrastructure were 

created and the leading institutions and groups were further consolidated. The second 

stage started from the creation of AENTA in the mid-1990s, when economic restrictions 

and the tightening of the blockade compelled us to drop the nuclear power plant project 

in Juraguá in the year 2000. Nevertheless, based on the already existing infrastructure 

and potential, it was possible to reorient the technological innovation and scientific 

program – as described in Section 2 – towards the improvement of non-energy nuclear 

applications, other related applications and the already existing larger scale fundamental 

studies.  

Table 3. Scientific activity in the field of nuclear physics  
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These activities were based on the Nuclear Branch Program (1996–2005) and its 

continuation, and on the work of the dozens of national institutions involved in nuclear 

applications and the broad existing international cooperation. 

Development of the first stage:36 Nuclear physics research developed in two 

directions: theoretical and experimental, as shown in table 4. The several theoretical 

research projects carried out focused on the collection of nuclear data, the study of 

nuclear fission and the physics of reactors, which led to an increasing domain of basic 

nuclear theory, plus the use of modern models for the calculation of neutron-induced 

nuclear reactions within a broad interval of nuclei and energies. It was also necessary to 

assimilate the physical-neutron and dynamic calculations of reactors; to delve deeper 

into thermo hydraulics and create a powerful national computing base at SEAN using 

EC-1066 systems. As to experimental research, part of it was carried out abroad, due to 

the lack of appropriate institutions at home. Nevertheless, the country was able to 

assimilate neutron activation, the reflection of thermal neutrons and other nuclear 

analytical techniques which, up to the present time, have been used particularly in the 

fields of medicine, agriculture and the mining and metallurgical industry. The domain of 

applied nuclear physics also required other competences and other associated 

technological devices in the following areas: materials science, nuclear electronics and 

instruments, computer sciences and the automation of experiments and processes, as 

well as in the manufacturing of limited series of equipment, parts and components of 

high added value. 

Table 4. Development of the first stage 
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To achieve all of the above, the Cuban nuclear program launched a sustained effort to 

educate and train the specialists that were required in the different stages. Among the 

multiple tasks implemented during the period 1980-1985, the creation of groups of 

young physicists and nuclear specialists of different profiles was remarkable, given its 

importance. They were offered every facility as well as solid training both in Cuba and 

abroad. CEADEN and ISCTN were the leading institutions of these activities within 

SEAN in the area of nuclear physics, and they were joined, in a gradual and 

differentiated way, by other centers. Table 5 includes a list of those institutions and their 

respective research areas. Some postgraduate programs were also introduced, which 

combined individual courses with participation in schools, workshops and scientific 

events. Thus, research projects turned out to be a substantial part of the bachelor of 

arts, master’s and tutored PhD programs in nuclear physics. 

Table 5. Main Institutions Associated with Nuclear Physics and their Respective 
Fields of Research 

Institution Fields of Research 
CEADEN Solid-state technologies 

(DRX,MR,MBE) 
Experimental nuclear physics 
Theoretical nuclear physics 
Nuclear electronics 

ISCTN Nuclear analysis methods 
Physics and technology of nuclear 
reactors 
Theoretical nuclear physics 

 

Some of the relevant aspects not only for nuclear energy and other related specialties 

but also for basic research, all of which were in keeping with international experience 

and the requirements of the national scientific program, were the identification of the 

main lines of research as well as the prediction, collection and evaluation of neutron 

nuclear data from the structure of the nucleus, nuclear reactions and the nuclear fission 

process.  

One landmark in the development of this specialty was the creation of a group of 

outstanding young scientists, whose results in theoretical research were crucial during 

the entire stage. As background information, it should be pointed out that between 1977 
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and 1980, several theoretical projects were under way at the I.V. Kurchatov Atomic 

Energy Institute (IEA) in Moscow, using a microscopic approach to the layer models and 

studying the influence of input states on both the character of fluctuations at the cross-

sections of neutrons and on inelastic scattering in strongly deformed nuclei.37,38,39,40 The 

author, F. Castro Díaz-Balart1, who was in charge of this project and other research 

cited in this article (see endnote 37), followed the method used at the IEA – based on 

the school of academic L.D. Landau – to create a group of qualified researchers in 

Cuba, made up of outstanding young theoreticians who had been trained in different 

universities abroad. As long as they continued to gain experience in their respective 

specialties, they carried out state-of-the-art research in other related areas of 

knowledge. The group that embraced these types of research ultimately received 

recognition on an individual basis and most of its members were able to acquire a PhD 

and/or become senior researchers and full professors. 

As can be seen throughout the evolution of these works41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53 – 

most of them published by prestigious international publications – a deep knowledge 

about the physical processes that occur at nuclear facilities was sought through 

theoretical research. This focused on the study of the interaction among low-energy 

neutrons in the structural material used in nuclear technology, the development of 

theoretical methods to calculate the cross-section in the proximity of the threshold of 

reaction, and particularly the determination of the influence of an harmonism in the 

calculation of cross-sections and neutron angular distributions up to 5 MeV of energy. 

Emphasis was also placed on the study of the state of a particle in spherical nuclei (A-

60) and strongly deformed mid-weight nuclei (A-100); as well as the scattering of low-

energy particles and their applications in nuclear and medical physics. As part of the 

scientific program existing at that time, nuclear fission was also researched, given its 

association with the low-energy interaction mechanism for the reaction of excited 

neutrons with the nuclei of the actinides zone.54,55,56 The method that was developed, 

examining the deformation of the atomic nucleus, was used to calculate the fission 

cross-section of various and important components of the nuclear fuel cycle, taking into 

account the variation in its physical characteristics. 

Parallel to this theoretical research, works aimed at the experimental collection of 

nuclear data in the same field of nuclear fission57,58,59,60,61,62,63 were begun. Benefiting 
                                                
1 The works published under the signature of J.R. Fernández Díaz were authored by him. 
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from the possibilities offered by the IBR-30 reactor of the IUIN of Dubna, basic 

experimental research was carried out, such as the study of the radiation force function 

of several strongly deformed transition nuclei by means of the reaction (n, ¥) in isolated 

resonance. The reaction (n,p) by means of resonant neutrons was also studied. This 

allowed for comprehensive analysis of information about the structure of the wave 

function of the states of the compound nucleus for light nuclei in the 22 <TO <41 zone. 

With the cooperation of the IAEA, works aimed at measuring cross-sections and angular 

distributions of neutron-induced reactions with an energy of 14 MeV were also 

undertaken at INSTEC; an effective method64 was developed to determine the water 

content of natural zeolites through neutron reflection;65,66 various experimental 

techniques were assimilated, including activation, track-etching, coincidence techniques, 

nanosecond electronics and flashing liquids for pulse-form discrimination, among others. 

Development of the second stage: The second stage began in 1996 (see table 6) and 

focused on theoretical nuclear research, the description of atomic nuclei as complex 

systems, particularly in relation to the study and the generally accepted description of 

excited nuclei and their mechanisms of nuclear relaxation.67,68,69,70,71,72 These are 

outlined as an exotic decline by means of a mechanism that emphasizes the geometric 

and symmetric properties of space, which, in turn, promoted the research of radioactive 

chains and their precursors.73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80,81,82 The impact of nuclear structure on 

heavy ion reactions near the Coulomb barrier was also studied – from the most 

symmetrical ways (fission-like) to the extremely asymmetric ones (proton emission), all 

of them within the framework of the same theoretical formalism and from a unified 

approach, which made it possible to create calculation codes that were published 

separately. Finally, the deformed nuclei zone was explored, from the perspective of the 

complexity of the surface of nuclear potential energy, in order to develop calculation 

tools capable of addressing up-to-date problems, such as the violation of parity in 

nuclear reactions. The results obtained were published in journals of international 

renown.83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93 
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Table 6. Development of the second stage 

 

 

When it comes to applied and experimental nuclear physics, projects associated with 

the development of nuclear methods of analysis, which are used in applications in the 

areas of medical physics, geological prospecting, agriculture, industry, radiological 

protection, dosimetry and the environment, continued to be pursued. They were also 

used to model and simulate nuclear and radioactive processes, and to collect nuclear 

data for nuclear techniques, among others. Such research was performed in the 

facilities of INSTEC and CEADEN, as well as in the laboratories of universities and 

research centers in different countries that were equipped with the appropriate 

apparatus. Some of the most important results obtained during this stage were the 

continuation lines described in Section 2, like those related to the modifications and 

additions introduced to the k0 method of analysis by neutron activation for the 

development of neutron monitors. This technique was used in the characterization of 

zeolite and oil reserves and in environmental studies for the sugar 

agroindustry;94,95,96,97,98,99,100 and in the studies on the optimization of the dosage to be 

administered in medical applications.101,102,103,104,105,106 Methods of quantification107,108 

were also developed in different tests in the fields of nuclear medicine, radiological 

studies, and the modeling and simulation of experimental facilities.109,110,111,112,113,114,115 

In addition, the level of heavy metal pollution in marine sediments and in urban soils of 

important cities in the country116,117,118 have also been studied. 
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During the last decade some works were done in the field of nuclear fission reactions, in 

particular, the study of fission of light stable and weakly linked exotic nuclei; as well as in 

the comparative study of cross-sections of fission and total reaction, using weakly linked 

nuclei; and the study of the influence of the break-up process on the fission project. 

Likewise, the impact of the nuclear structure of heavy ion reactions and the influence of 

break-up on the fission of the weakly linked nuclei were also researched. In addition, X-

ray spectrometry was also explored, since it was a new method for the study of fission 

suppression in the reaction 9Be+ 144Sm, where the consistent analysis of elastic, 

inelastic and fission cross-sections was applied to the16O+ 144-152 Sm systems at energy 

levels below the Coulomb barrier, among others. Significant results have also been 

obtained in the development of a source of a Maxwell-Boltzmann neutron 

spectrum.119,120,121,122,123,124 

In recent years, a group of young nuclear physicists has begun to work on the high 

energy physics linked to the ALICE experiment of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at 

CERN. The main results in this line of research have been obtained in the realignment 

of the SDD (Silicon Detecting Drift) detector, by applying the maximum drift time, the 

drift speed and the data obtained by detectors SPD and SSD.125The ITS (Inner Tracking 

System) system of the ALICE experiment was characterized through a reconstruction of 

the traces produced by radiation beams.126,127,128,129The load distributions as well as the 

momentum in the detectors used to identify loaded particles originating in proton-

proton130,131,132,133,134 and Pb-Pb collisions in the LHC have also been studied.  
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4. Conclusions 

The most valuable experience of the Cuban nuclear program has corroborated the fact 

that a small country with limited resources, in addition to the appropriate transfer of 

equipment and knowledge from industrialized nations, can only hope for the possibility 

of implementing a program to assimilate nuclear energy for peaceful purposes if, 

together with the necessary sustained effort, it is capable of creating the indispensable 

institutional infrastructure, training the necessary personnel and developing a coherent 

project of research and development of nuclear sciences and technologies. In order to 

face this challenge and materialize the expected results, it was crucial to continuously 

train and qualify the specialists, scientists, technicians and workers who were involved 

in this program. The effort made by the Cuban nuclear program in training nuclear 

specialists, both at home and abroad, has been significant. Taking into account the 

cooperation offered by the former USSR and the Eastern European countries as well as 

the specialists trained in Cuba since 1980, the number of graduates in nuclear 

specialties exceeds 2,220 – around 500 of them are nuclear physicists. If we also 

include the number of masters of sciences and PhDs, nuclear specialists account for the 

majority, together with the physicists who graduated from crash courses back in the 

1970s. 

Such an enterprise as the construction of the nuclear power plant in Juraguá, even 

though the project was abandoned, was also a cultural event that had an impact on 

many areas, particularly the level of technical training, experience and maturity 

achieved. There are hundreds of professionals, technicians and executives of several 

specialties who were trained for the nuclear energy program who have so far played a 

commendable role in different fields of science as well as in the national economy. 

For the development of nuclear physics and the clear establishment of its objectives and 

priorities, training multidisciplinary groups of specialists in this field was important from 

the outset. They all contributed to the materialization of the envisaged scientific 

program. Equally relevant has been the permanent qualification of these groups, the 

organization and hosting high-level scientific seminars, workshops and institutes, as well 

as participation in international conferences and similar fora. Another fundamental factor 

has been the establishment of close relations between theoretical researchers and 

experimental researchers, who have been able to count on the valuable cooperation of 

our domestic specialists, the international nuclear research centers and IAEA. Nuclear 
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physics, in addition to the multiple applied research and innovations described in this 

article, has provided greater visibility for Cuban science at the international level through 

hundreds of publications in renowned journals, patents obtained and the many awards 

granted by AENTA and the Cuban Academy of Sciences (ACC). 

Nuclear techniques and radioactive sources are currently applied in many institutions 

from different sectors. One infrastructure comprises applications in the spheres of food 

and agriculture, sugar production, mining and industry in general. There is also an 

infrastructure for the study of water resources, the protection of marine and terrestrial 

environments, and a technical network for the safe, efficient use of radioactive 

resources, as well as for the detection of non-authorized radioactive and nuclear 

sources. Among the achievements attained as a result of the implementation of these 

applications, special reference should be made to those applications implemented in the 

public health system. The joint work by nuclear physicists, radiochemists, medical 

physicists, radiobiologists and personnel from other related health institutions made 

possible important achievements in the production and use of radiopharmaceuticals and 

nuclear medicine, open source therapy, closed source radiotherapy and the metrological 

security of measurements in every activity, including services to the biotechnology 

industry and to preclinical and clinical research on pharmaceuticals. 

Twenty years ago, the SEAN system, which resulted from a reorganization of state 

institutions, merged with the former ACC and other small entities in order to found the 

Ministry of Science, Technology and the Environment, from which the Advanced 

Technologies and Nuclear Energy Agency (AENTA) emerged. AENTA took over from 

SEAN, aside from its logistic infrastructure and territorial delegations, its system of 

scientific and technical education institutions and the functions of systematically and 

professionally implementing the new policies entrusted to the nuclear program, as well 

as serving to support different branches of the economy that benefited from them. 

During this relatively short period of time, AENTA was able to preserve the 

comprehensiveness of the previous scientific, technological and productive system and 

safeguard its competent human resources, both of which were achieved after much 

effort and tenacity. This work shows that, at present, the agency has achieved a high 

level of maturity and has experienced and highly qualified personnel ready to face the 

new challenges posed by this technology, with maximum safety, for the benefit of the 

country. 
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Nobody knows where the new advances in the fields of modern knowledge will lead us, 

but the intelligence, passion and courage for taking charge and conquering the unknown 

will always be necessary. New groups of mostly young scientists, engineers, workers 

and other future participants in this beautiful and unfinished work should be trained in an 

intensive and dedicated way, with the latest information about the newest advances of 

science and technology, keeping themselves acquainted with the development of 

nuclear energy in the world. 
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